1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Animals have to acquire and process sensory information about the spatial layout of the environment to be able to navigate successfully in cluttered environments. Depth information can be obtained by processing binocular cues from the retinal images of the two eyes. However, small fast-moving animals, such as many insects, are limited in binocular depth vision to very short ranges, because of the small distance between their eyes (Collett and Harkness, [@B19]). In order to obtain information about the spatial layout of the environment, these animals can use the visual image displacements on the retina ("optic flow") induced during ego-motion (Egelhaaf et al., [@B24]). When moving through an environment, the optic flow does not only depend on the speed and direction of ego-motion, but also on the distance to objects in the environment. During translational ego-motion, near objects appear to move faster than far objects. By contrast, during rotational movements, the optic flow depends solely on the velocity of ego-motion and, thus, is independent of the distance to objects (Koenderink, [@B40]; Vaina et al., [@B79]; Strübbe et al., [@B76]). Many insect species, and also some birds, shape their flight and gaze strategies based on this principle. Praying mantises and locusts, for example, may generate translational optic flow by peering movements of the body and the head to estimate distances (Collett, [@B18]; Sobel, [@B74]; Kral and Poteser, [@B42]). Flies and bees, and also birds, employ saccadic flight and gaze strategies which largely separate translational from rotational ego-motion; these facilitate spatial vision during the intersaccadic intervals between the brief and rapid saccadic turns (Schilstra and Hateren, [@B67]; Hateren and Schilstra, [@B33]; Eckmeier et al., [@B22]; Mronz and Lehmann, [@B55]; Boeddeker et al., [@B5]; Braun et al., [@B13], [@B12]; Egelhaaf et al., [@B24], [@B26]; Kress et al., [@B43]; Muijres et al., [@B56]).

The optic flow and, thus, spatial information, is not available explicitly at the input of the visual system, but needs to be computed from the changing brightness values on the retina. Given the fact that the brightness in natural scenes may vary not only tremendously on a wide range of time scales, i.e., between day and night, but also more rapidly when moving, for instance, through bushland with shady and sunlit patches, it is by no means obvious how consistent optic flow-based information about the depth structure of natural environments can be extracted. Although much is known about optic flow processing, this ecologically highly relevant issue has not been investigated before and, therefore, will be analyzed in this paper by computational modeling.

Optic flow information is computed in a series of processing steps. Photoreceptors in the retina transduce light intensity into graded membrane potential changes. Since photoreceptors have to cope with a wide range of light intensities, while their operating range is limited, they adjust their sensitivity dynamically to the current brightness level by adaptive mechanisms (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Laughlin, [@B44]; Juusola, [@B36]). Photoreceptors can be modeled, in the simplest approximation, by saturation-like nonlinearities (Naka and Rushton, [@B57]; Lipetz, [@B49]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Schwegmann et al., [@B68]) that mimic their steady-state responses to light stimuli. Various types of temporal low-pass filters have been included in the models to account for time-dependent features of photoreceptor responses (James, [@B35]; Lindemann, [@B48]). More elaborate model versions rely on optimized filter kernels and divisive feedback to match both steady-state and dynamic photoreceptor responses at a wide range of light levels (Juusola et al., [@B38]) and even naturalistic brightness fluctuations (van Hateren and Snippe, [@B84]). The photoreceptors are synaptically connected to the large monopolar cells (LMCs) in the first visual neuropil, the lamina. It is a distinguishing feature of LMCs that they eliminate the mean from the overall luminance of the input to enhance luminance changes (van Hateren, [@B80], [@B82], Laughlin, [@B45]; Juusola, [@B36]; Juusola et al., [@B37]; Brenner et al., [@B14]). However, they perform in this way only when it is sufficiently bright (light-adapted state). The LMCs also tend to represent the absolute brightness level, i.e., have response characteristics of a temporal low-pass filter when it is relatively dark (dark-adapted state) (Juusola, [@B36]; van Hateren, [@B83]). For light-adapted conditions, LMCs can be modeled very parsimoniously by temporal band-pass filters (Lindemann, [@B48]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). Several filter kernels of LMCs in a more elaborated model version were optimized separately for each brightness level according to physiological LMC responses (Juusola et al., [@B38]).

Explicit motion information is extracted from the LMC output locally in the second visual neuropil, the medulla (Egelhaaf and Borst, [@B25]; Egelhaaf, [@B23]; Borst et al., [@B11]; Borst, [@B8]; Silies et al., [@B72]). The underlying neural circuitry could be unraveled in unprecedented detail during recent years by combining genetic, behavioral, and electrophysiological approaches (Reiff et al., [@B64]; Clark et al., [@B15]; Behnia et al., [@B4]; Mauss et al., [@B52]; Tuthill et al., [@B78]; Ammer et al., [@B1]; Fisher et al., [@B28]). The overall performance of these neural circuits of motion detection can be accounted for quite well by a model circuit, the correlation-type elementary motion detector (EMD), that lumps the complex neural circuitry into a relatively simple computational structure (Reichardt et al., [@B63]; Borst and Egelhaaf, [@B9], [@B10]; Egelhaaf and Borst, [@B25]; Borst, [@B7]; Clifford and Ibbotson, [@B17]). The EMDs have been shown to mimic many response properties of motion-sensitive neurons in an insect\'s visual motion pathway and form a well established concept for explaining the processing of optic flow in the brains of invertebrates (Hassenstein and Reichardt, [@B32]), as well as vertebrates (Anderson and Burr, [@B2]; Santen and Sperling, [@B66]; Clifford and Ibbotson, [@B17]). However, EMDs do not encode the retinal velocity and, thus, optic flow unambiguously: Their output does not only depend exclusively on velocity, but also on the pattern properties of a moving stimulus, such as its contrast and spatial frequency content. Hence, nearness information cannot be extracted unambiguously from EMD responses (Egelhaaf and Borst, [@B25]; Dror et al., [@B21]; Rajesh et al., [@B61]; Straw et al., [@B75]; Meyer et al., [@B54]; O\'Carroll et al., [@B59]; Hennig and Egelhaaf, [@B34]). A recent model study suggested that EMD responses to translational optic flow resemble a representation of the contrast-weighted nearness (CwN) to objects in the environment or, in other words, of the contours of nearby objects (Schwegmann et al., [@B68],[@B69]). This conclusion, however, needs to be qualified, because it does not take the dynamic rescaling of local light intensities by the visual system via adaptive processes into account, potentially influencing the extraction of depth information from EMD responses.

In the present study, therefore, we assess the functional consequences of the different processing stages in the peripheral visual system and their adaptive features on the representation of spatial information at the output of the motion detection system when stimulated with naturalistic translational image flow (Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). We will show that nearby contours in natural cluttered environments are represented robustly by local motion detectors, irrespective of a wide range of adaptive parameter changes in the peripheral visual system, as long as the average brightness level is largely eliminated from the input signals. This allows for the extraction of depth information and detection of nearby contours from the optic flow generated during self-motion under a wide range of light levels. These findings may generalize to other biological and technical visual systems based on correlation-type movement detection, because these are also limited in the sensor coding range and resolution (Harrison and Koch, [@B31]; Köhler et al., [@B41]; Plett et al., [@B60]; Meyer et al., [@B53]).

2. Methods {#s2}
==========

2.1. Visual motion pathway models
---------------------------------

The model of the visual motion pathway of insects, such as flies, is composed of successive retinotopically organized stages reminiscent of their biological counterparts: the retina (photoreceptors, PRs), the lamina (LMCs), and the medulla (local motion detection circuits that are conventionally modeled by EMDs) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Schematic illustration of the structure of the insect visual motion pathway using the example of the blowfly**. The visual motion pathway of the blowfly comprises retinotopically arranged successive processing stages of retina (containing photoreceptors, PRs), lamina (containing large monopolar cells, LMCs), and medulla (location of elementary motion detection, EMD) (**left** subfigure), which are correspondingly modeled by model units of *PR, LMC, EMD*, respectively (**right** subfigure).](fncom-10-00111-g0001){#F1}

The models of the processing stages preceding motion detection were configured to account for the main response features of their biological counterpart, as published in earlier studies (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]), in a potentially most parsimonious way. Various versions of photoreceptor and LMC models were tested to understand which response features of the peripheral visual system are essential for robust spatial vision. They differed in their complexity by including incrementally further computational elaborations, such as temporal filters, parallel branches with different properties, and/or adaptive elements (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These model versions of the peripheral visual system serve as input to an array of EMDs (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Schwegmann et al., [@B68]).

![**Model variants of components of the insect visual motion pathway. (A)** Photoreceptor model variants (*PRbasic* to *PRelab1sp*) for signal processing in the retina. **(B)** Large monopolar cells model variants (*LMCbasic* to *LMCelab2*) for signal processing in the lamina. **(C)** Correlation-type EMD. **(D)** Description of symbols used in **(A--C)** with units accounting for different adaptive response features being color-coded. *I* stands for input intensity and *PR, LMC*, and **EMD**~**h**~ for the model responses of PRs, LMCs, and the EMD array in a horizontal direction, respectively. (See Section 2 for detailed model descriptions and Appendix A for the parameter setting of the model variants above).](fncom-10-00111-g0002){#F2}

The model parameters were determined via systematic variation of parameters and by choosing parameter combinations that capture the main response features of photoreceptors or LMCs qualitatively. The parameters selected for each model variant are summarized in Appendix A. All simulations were done in time steps of 1 ms.

### 2.1.1. Photoreceptor models

The input-output transformation of photoreceptors was elaborated incrementally by the following steps: A static saturation-like nonlinear transformation was modeled as a basic photoreceptor model (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRbasic*), according to $$\begin{array}{l}
{PR = \frac{I}{I + I_{0}}} \\
\end{array}$$ to capture the steady-state response of photoreceptors (Naka and Rushton, [@B57]; Lipetz, [@B49]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). In Equation (1), *PR* represents the photoreceptor response, *I* the input light intensity and *I*~0~ a constant determining the light intensity corresponding to half-maximum response. We introduced a model component as in $$\begin{array}{l}
{PR = \frac{PRlp1{(I)}}{PRlp2{(I)} + I_{k}}} \\
\end{array}$$ in the first elaboration step (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1*) to describe the adaptive temporal response profile of photoreceptors and the adaptive shift of the intensity-response function. The input intensities are in one signal branch, low-pass filtered with a small time constant (*PRlp1 (I)*), leading to a signal that follows the time course of intensity fluctuations and in a parallel signal branch, low-pass filtered with a large time constant (*PRlp2 (I)*), leading to a signal reflecting the changes of the overall light level on a slower time scale. The latter signal, after adding a constant *I*~*k*~, is used to modify the sensitivity of the photoreceptor (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1*, color-coded in blue). In the second elaboration step (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab2*), the time constant of the fast temporal low-pass filter (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab2*, color-coded in red, τ~*PRlpa*~) adapts to the current light level (*I*~*level*~) by increasing its cut-off frequency with increasing light level, according to a saturation-like nonlinearity defined by $$\begin{array}{lrll}
\text{~~} & {\tau_{PRlpa} = 1/2{({\tau_{max} - \tau_{min}})}{({1 - \tanh{(x_{\tau})}})} + \tau_{min}} & \text{~~} & \text{~~} \\
\text{~~} & {x_{\tau} = \kappa_{\tau}\log_{10}{(I_{level})} - \mu_{\tau}} & \text{~~} & \text{~~} \\
\end{array}$$ In this equation, τ~*max*~ and τ~*min*~ are the upper and lower boundary of τ~*PRlpa*~, and μ~τ~ and κ~τ~ are the turning point in logarithmic scale and the slope of the saturation-like nonlinear dependency, respectively. Elaboration step 3 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab3*) took into account that cells cannot respond immediately to a stimulus with a large response amplitude and, thus, replaced the adaptive first-order low-pass filter (*PRlpa*) of *PRelab2* by a second-order one.

### 2.1.2. LMC models

The output of the final adaptive photoreceptor model (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab3*) was fed into the LMC layer of the visual motion pathway model, which was developed incrementally in a similar way to the photoreceptor models. The basic LMC model (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCbasic*) was realized by a temporal band-pass filter (James, [@B35]; Lindemann, [@B48]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). In this way, the signal component reflecting the mean brightness level is eliminated, as is characteristic of LMC responses under light-adapted conditions. Elaboration step 1 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab1*) takes into account that LMCs perform like temporal band-pass filters only under light-adapted conditions, but like low-pass filters under dark-adapted conditions (Juusola, [@B36]). To account for this feature, the photoreceptor response is split into two branches without overall gain change, i.e., the sum of the weights in the two branches is one. These two branches are unfiltered and high-pass filtered, respectively, to account for the low-pass and band-pass filtered component of LMC responses. The weight of the unfiltered branch (*w*~1~, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab1*, color-coded in yellow) increases adaptively with decreasing photoreceptor response input. The dependency of *w*~1~ on the photoreceptor response is described in $$\begin{array}{rll}
w_{1} & {= 1/2{({w_{1max} - w_{1min}})}{({1 - \tanh{(x_{w1})}})} + w_{1min}\text{~~}} & \text{~~} \\
x_{w1} & {= \kappa_{w1}\log_{10}{({PR})} - \mu_{w1}\text{~~}} & \text{~~} \\
\end{array}$$ in which *w*~1*max*~ and *w*~1*min*~ are the upper and lower boundaries of *w*~1~, and μ~*w*1~ and κ~*w*1~ are constants describing the turning point in logarithmic scale and the slope of the saturation-like nonlinear dependency, respectively. Elaboration step 2 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab2*) mimics the adaptive modulation of the contrast gain of LMC responses (Juusola, [@B36]); therefore, a weighting factor (*w*~2~, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab2*, color-coded in green) was introduced which increases adaptively with decreasing light level. Similar to *w*~1~, the dependency of *w*~2~ on the light level (*I*~*level*~) is described by $$\begin{array}{rll}
w_{2} & {= 1/2{({w_{2max} - w_{2min}})}{({1 - \tanh{(x_{w2})}})} + w_{2min}\text{~~}} & \text{~~} \\
x_{w2} & {= \kappa_{w2}\log_{10}{(I_{level})} - \mu_{w2}\text{~~}} & \text{~~} \\
\end{array}$$ in which *w*~2*max*~ and *w*~2*min*~ are the upper and lower boundaries of *w*~2~, and μ~*w*2~ and κ~*w*2~ are constants describing the turning point in logarithmic scale and the slope of the saturation-like nonlinear dependency, respectively.

### 2.1.3. Retinal area and time scale of peripheral adaptation

Facing a vast dynamic range of light intensities, visual systems have to adjust their operating range according to current light conditions. The current light level is obtained within a certain retinal area and on a certain time scale. Since, to the best of our knowledge, no experimental data on the retinal range of brightness adaptation are available, the development and validation of the adaptive peripheral models of photoreceptors and LMCs had to be based on cell responses to point stimuli under a set of adapted conditions (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]) (see below for explanation of the stimuli). Therefore, we did not make an *a priori* assumption regarding the retinal area and time scale of adaptation, but varied both adaptive parameters systematically to assess their potential functional role.

Specifically, the current light level (*I*~*level*~) in Equations (3) and (5), that is used to adjust the time constant of the low-pass filter of photoreceptors (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, color-coded orange) and the weight of contrast gain of LMCs (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, color-coded green) are defined as follows. We varied the retinal area of adaptation by determining the overall light level (*I*~*level*~) within a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian window (1 × 1 pixel^2^ to 71 × 71 pixel^2^, with each pixel covering 1.25° of the visual field corresponding to the angular distance between adjacent ommatidia). The time scale of adaptation was varied by defining the current light level as average light intensity within a certain time period (0--500 ms) before the respective signal is employed for tuning the adaptive parameters. However, since we found that the variation of the retinal area and time scale of these two adaptive processes does not affect the performance in spatial vision much (data not shown), we set the adaptation to be local and instantaneous in the further analyses, i.e., *I*~*level*~ = *I*, for simplification.

With respect to the adaptive shift of the sigmoidal input response characteristic of the photoreceptors (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1*), the output of the lower signal branch (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1*, color-coded blue) reflects the current overall light level, which shifts the input-response function of the photoreceptor via a divisive nonlinear operation. The time course of this adaptive process is constrained by physiological data, whereas the retinal range is not. We, therefore, varied the retinal area of adaptation by changing the half-width of the 2D Gaussian filtering applied to the intensity input to this branch, as described above (lower branch of photoreceptor input in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1sp*). Since varying the retinal area of brightness adaptation of photoreceptors reveals an advantage of local adaptation (1 × 1 pixel^2^) for spatial vision (**Figure 11**), local adaptation is, therefore, used as a default setting.

### 2.1.4. EMD model

The output of these model variants of the peripheral visual system is fed into the next processing stage consisting of correlation-type EMDs (Reichardt et al., [@B63]; Borst and Egelhaaf, [@B9], [@B10]; Egelhaaf and Borst, [@B25]; Borst, [@B7]; Clifford and Ibbotson, [@B17]) (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *EMD*). Each EMD is composed of two mirror-symmetrical subunits, the half-detectors. In each half-detector, the delayed signal originating from one LMC unit is multiplied by the undelayed signal originating in the neighboring LMC unit. This is carried out in parallel at each location in the visual field for horizontal and for vertical neighbors. Subtraction of the signals of corresponding mirror-symmetric half-detectors leads to the EMD responses to vertical (**EMD**~**v**~) and horizontal motion (**EMD**~**h**~), respectively. The sign of the movement detector output indicates the direction of the motion detected. The motion energy is computed by taking the norm of the motion vector given by the combination of the responses of a pair of the **EMD**~**h**~ and the **EMD**~**v**~ at a given location (*x*,*y*) of the visual field (Schwegmann et al., [@B68]): $$\begin{array}{l}
{EMD = \sqrt{EMD_{h}^{2} + EMD_{v}^{2}}} \\
\end{array}$$

2.2. System-analytical stimuli and electrophysiological data
------------------------------------------------------------

The models of photoreceptors and LMCs are developed and validated based on previous electrophysiological data (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]). In these studies, responses of photoreceptors and LMCs were recorded using a set of experimenter-designed point stimuli. These stimuli included intensity steps, contrast steps and pseudo-random brightness fluctuations, i.e., a constant background light level over time superimposed with white noise intensity fluctuations with a standard deviation proportional to the background light level. Each type of stimulus was presented in the previous experimental analysis at various background brightness levels to capture the major response features of photoreceptors and LMCs under a wide range of adaptive conditions (Juusola, [@B36]). We applied the same stimuli when developing our model of the peripheral visual system. Additionally, we included impulse stimuli in our model analysis, although impulse responses in the experimental study were computed from the responses to pseudo-random intensity fluctuations. Furthermore, a set of step stimuli with a wide range of intensities for each adaptive light level was presented in our model. The sensitivity curve for each light level was derived by plotting the peak responses to each intensity step for each adaptive light level. This set of stimuli was similar to those used in another experimental study of photoreceptor and LMC responses (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]). These stimuli are shown in Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, and the parameters for all of the stimuli above are summarized in Appendix B.

![**Response properties included in each step elaboration of the photoreceptor model. (*PRbasic*--*PRelab3*)** Photoreceptor model variants. **(S1--S5)** Time course of point stimuli that were fed into the PR models (each color represents a light condition). **(R1--R5)** Model responses to the corresponding point stimuli. **(S1,R1)** Intensity steps and step responses of *PRbasic*. **(S2,R2)** Intensity steps and step responses of *PRelab1*. **(S3)** Sets of intensity steps under each light level to determine input-response characteristics for each light level by plotting the peak response to each intensity step, and **(R3)** input-response characteristics of *PRelab1* for each adaptive light level. **(S4)** Pseudo-random intensity fluctuations, and **(R4)** frequency dependence of contrast gain obtained based on fast Fourier transformation of the responses of *PRelab2*. **(S5,R5)** Impulse stimuli and impulse responses of *PRelab3* (See Section 2, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and Appendix A for the model discription and parameters; and Appendix B for the descriptions of parameters of point stimuli and corresponding response analysis).](fncom-10-00111-g0003){#F3}

![**Comparison of the adaptive photoreceptor model ***PRelab3*** with fly photoreceptor responses. (S1--S6)** Point stimuli used in the model and electrophysiological analyses. **(R1--R8)** Corresponding responses of *PRelab3* model and **(E1--E8)** of blowfly photoreceptors (data from Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]). **(S1,R1,E1)** Intensity steps and step responses. **(S2)** Sets of intensity steps and **(R2,E2)** corresponding intensity-response curves of *PRelab3* and photoreceptors for different background intensities. **(S3)** Pseudo-random light intensity fluctuations, **(R3,E3)** corresponding frequency dependence of the contrast gain, and **(R4,E4)** average responses of *PRelab3* and photoreceptors to pseudo-random fluctuations over time for various background intensity levels. **(S5,R5,E5)** Impulse stimuli and impulse responses. **(S6,R6,E6)** Long contrast steps under light-adapted conditions, and corresponding model and cell responses. **(R7,E7)** Peak responses to long (□) and short (○) contrast steps under light-adapted conditions **(R8,E8)** and corresponding time-to-peak for model and photoreceptor responses. (See Appendix B for the descriptions of parameters of point stimuli and corresponding response analysis).](fncom-10-00111-g0004){#F4}

![**Response properties of different LMC model variants. (*LMCbasic*--*LMCelab2*)** The LMC model variants, using the responses of *PRelab3* as input. **(S1--S3)** Point stimuli of pseudo-random fluctuations and **(R1--R3)** frequency dependence of the contrast gain of LMC model responses. (See Section 2, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and Appendix A for the model description and parameters; and Appendix B for the descriptions of parameters of point stimuli and corresponding response analysis).](fncom-10-00111-g0005){#F5}

![**Comparison of the ***LMCelab2*** model with the corresponding fly LMC responses. (S1--S5)** Point stimuli used for the model and electrophysiological analyses. **(R1--R7)** Corresponding responses of *PRelab3-LMCelab2* model and **(E1--E7)** LMCs (data from Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]). **(S1)** Pseudo-random light intensity fluctuations, **(R1,E1)** frequency dependence of contrast gain and **(R2,E2)** average responses of *LMCeslab2* and LMC over time to the pseudo-random fluctuations for various background light levels. **(S3,R3,E3)** Impulse stimuli and corresponding model and cell responses. **(S4,R4,E4)** Long contrast steps under dark-adapted conditions and corresponding model and cell responses. **(S5,R5,E5)** Long contrast steps under light-adapted conditions and corresponding model and cell responses. **(R6,E6)** Peak responses to long (■) and short (•) contrast steps under light-adapted conditions and **(R7,E7)** corresponding time-to-peak for model and LMC responses. (See Appendix B for the descriptions of parameters of point stimuli and corresponding response analysis).](fncom-10-00111-g0006){#F6}

2.3. Naturalistic stimuli
-------------------------

In order to understand the role of adaptive peripheral processing for spatial vision based on motion information, we used stimuli similar to the retinal input that an insect experiences in natural environments, i.e., image sequences mimicking the retinal projections of the outside world on the eyes during translational ego-motion in natural surroundings (Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). These image sequences were acquired in the following way: A high dynamic range camera was mounted at a height of 0.5 m on a motor-driven linear feed in natural environments and moved along a linear track for 1 m. The camera took one panoramic image per cm distance with the help of a panoramic hyperboloidal mirror. The pixel values were proportional to the light intensity in the green spectral range (arbitrary units). This procedure was repeated in 37 different natural environments. The image sequences obtained in this way were interpolated 10-fold to mimic the visual input during continuous translational motion at 1 m/s. A panoramic rectangular lattice with square pixels was obtained by unwrapping the panoramic images obtained with the hyperpoloidal mirror system projections. The image sequences obtained in this way were filtered and resized with 2D spatial Gaussian filters to simulate the spatial filtering property of insect photoreceptors, assuming an acceptance angle of 1.64° and interommatidial angular distance of 1.25°, thereby image sequences with panoramic rectangular lattice of 73 × 289 pixel^2^ were obtained (for details, see Schwegmann et al., [@B68] and the data in Schwegmann et al., [@B70] published online).

In order to analyze the model performance under various light conditions (**Figures 10--12**), we artificially rescaled the input intensity of these image sequences into different intensity ranges with upper and lower boundaries. The rescaling is calculated according to $$\begin{matrix}
{\log_{10}{(I_{scale})}\ } & = & {\ \frac{\log_{10}{(I)} - \log_{10}{({min{(I)}})}}{\log_{10}{({max{(I)}})} - \log_{10}{({min{(I)}})}}{({B_{up} - B_{low}})}} \\
{\  + \ B_{low}} & & \\
\end{matrix}$$ in which *I* is the intensity of the original image sequences, *I*~*scale*~ is the respective rescaled intensity value, and *B*~*up*~ and *B*~*low*~ are the upper and lower boundaries of the rescaled intensity range in logarithmic scale, respectively.

2.4. Assessment of model performance
------------------------------------

In order to assess the model performance in representing behaviorally relevant environmental parameters, such as local brightness contrast, nearness of objects, and the contours of nearby objects (contrast weighted nearness, CwN) at the level of arrays of motion detectors, we adopted the same measure of correlation between the response profile of arrays of EMDs and these environmental parameters as in Schwegmann et al. ([@B68]). Firstly, the local contrast around one pixel was calculated according to $$\begin{matrix}
\begin{array}{l}
{C_{(x,y)}\text{  } = \text{  }\frac{std\left( I_{X,Y} \right)}{mean\left( I_{X,Y} \right)}\,} \\
{\text{     }X = \left\lbrack {x - 1,x,x + 1} \right\rbrack,\text{  }Y = \left\lbrack {y - 1,y,y + 1} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{matrix}$$ Local contrast maps were obtained by applying this process to each pixel. Secondly, a distance map of the environment (the distance of the corresponding points in the environment to the moving camera) was obtained from the optic flow fields. These were determined using a computer vision algorithm for image velocity estimation (Lucas and Kanade, [@B50]) in the implementation of the Matlab computer vision system toolbox (Schwegmann et al., [@B68]). Nearness maps were calculated as the reciprocal of the distance maps. Thirdly, the CwN maps were defined by the product of the local contrast maps and the nearness maps. Finally, we calculated the logarithmic correlations between the local contrast, the nearness and the CwN obtained for the frame in the middle of a translational segment and the EMD responses of the frames for time-shifts between 0 and 50 ms. The time-shift at which the correlation coefficient was largest (usually around 20 ms) was used for evaluating the model performance. These calculations were performed for image sequences and EMD responses obtained in 37 different environments. The time-shift for the best correlation varies slightly between model variants (18.0 ± 3.4 ms), environmental parameters (17.5 ± 5.6 ms) and also image sequences (17.5 ± 10.2 ms) if taking the model variants that contain both PR and LMC into account.

3. Results {#s3}
==========

3.1. Modeling an adaptive peripheral visual system
--------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Development and assessment of photoreceptor model versions

In order to obtain a photoreceptor model, we attributed specific experimentally determined response properties of photoreceptors to several computational processing units and integrated these incrementally into the version of the photoreceptor model that qualitatively captures most response features of photoreceptors (Figure [3](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) (See Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Appendix A, and Section 2 for model description and parameter setting; and Appendix B for description and parameter setting of point stimuli and response analysis). A saturation-like nonlinearity was introduced as the most basic photoreceptor model (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *PRbasic*). The responses of *PRbasic* (Figure [3R1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) to intensity steps (Figure [3S1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) reflect the static nonlinear transformation of light intensity into steady-state responses, as is characteristic of photoreceptors. The time-dependent decay of the photoreceptor response to intensity steps (Figure [3R2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) was modeled by low-pass filtering the two parallel signal branches subserving each sampling point in space with different time constants before the signal filtered with the smaller time constant is divided by the signal with the larger one (Equation 2, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab1*). Apart from accounting for the decay in the response amplitude, this model version already accounts for the adaptive shift of the input-response function with increasing light intensity (Figures [3R3,S3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This feature is striking, since *PRelab1* does not contain any genuine adaptive elements. Thus, this photoreceptor model can operate under a wide range of light conditions without being saturated. In the second elaboration step (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab2*), a genuine adaptive element was included by modeling the corner frequency of the low-pass filter to shift to lower frequencies with a decreasing light level (Figures [3S4,R4](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the final elaboration (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *PRelab3*), the time course of the model response was further adjusted by replacing the first-order low-pass filter by a second-order one, because the photoreceptor responses to impulse stimuli do not reach their maximum instantaneously, as is predicted when using a first-order low-pass filter (Figures [3S5,R5](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The responses of the photoreceptor model *PRelab3* to various types of stimuli are compared in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} to electrophysiological data on fly photoreceptors published previously (Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; Juusola, [@B36]). (1) The step response of both model and biological photoreceptors show fast response decay within approximately 50 ms before reaching their steady state (Figures [4R1,E1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). (2) The shift in the stimulus-response characteristic toward larger brightness values with increasing overall brightness (Figure [4R2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) reproduces qualitatively that of the corresponding electrophysiological data (Figure [4E2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). (3) The shift of the cutoff frequency of the frequency dependence of the contrast gain of the model responses to random brightness fluctuations (Figure [4R3](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is shifted to lower values with decreasing overall brightness, similar to that of fly photoreceptors (Figure [4E3](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This is accomplished by decreasing the time constant of the adaptive low-pass filter with increasing light level from 2.3 ms for the light-adapted condition to 9 ms for the dark-adapted condition. (4) The mean model and electrophysiological responses to random brightness fluctuations (Figure [4S3](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) increase both with increasing mean brightness until they reach a saturation level (Figures [4R4,E4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). (5) The peak of the impulse responses of both the model and the photoreceptor is increasingly delayed and reduced in amplitude with decreasing overall brightness (Figures [4R5,E5](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). (6) The model and photoreceptor responses to contrast steps are asymmetric with respect to stimulus polarity: In particular, the responses to brightness increases are more transient and reach a smaller steady-state response amplitude than the responses to brightness decreases (Figures [4R6,E6](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the amplitudes of the off-responses of the model are larger than those of the fly photoreceptors. Furthermore, the peak responses and time-to-peak were calculated for the long (Figure [4S6](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and short contrast steps (same as Figure [4S6](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, but with 2 ms step stimuli). (7) The slightly smaller peak model response for a positive long contrast step than for a negative long contrast step is reflected in a similar asymmetry in photoreceptor responses, although it is less prominent (Figures [4R7,E7](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, □). (8) The time-to-peak of both model and photoreceptor responses to contrast steps of either polarity is rather independent of the contrast value of short stimuli (○), whereas it increases with the brightness level for long stimuli (□) with increasing negative contrast (Figures [4R8,E8](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.1.2. Development and assessment of LMC model versions

The incrementally developed versions of LMC models and their main response features are illustrated in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (See Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Appendix A, and Section 2 for model description and parameter setting; and Appendix B for description and parameter setting of point stimuli and response analysis). As a basic model, a first-order temporal band-pass filter was introduced (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCbasic*) to mimic the most distinguishing feature of LMCs under light-adapted conditions, i.e., the elimination of the average brightness level from the incoming photoreceptor signals. The contrast gain of *LMCbasic* responses to pseudo-random brightness fluctuations (Figures [5S1,R1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) depends on frequency in a way similar to a band-pass. Since biological LMCs tend to perform like a low-pass filter representing the average brightness at very low light levels, this feature was considered in the first elaboration of the LMC model (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab1*) by summing up the weighted high-pass filtered and unfiltered output signals of the photoreceptor model. The sum of weights of the two signals is kept constant (i.e., one), with the weight of the unfiltered signal increasing with decreasing brightness. The frequency dependence of the contrast gain of this model version, as determined by random brightness fluctuations, changes smoothly from a characteristic more similar to that of a low-pass to a characteristic similar to that of a band-pass when the system shifts from a dark-adapted to a light-adapted state (Figure [5R2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A weighting factor in *LMCelab2* (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *LMCelab2*), which increases with decreasing brightness, is multiplied by the output signal of *LMCelab1* to take into account the fact that the contrast gain of biological LMCs stays within a rather narrow range, even for a wide range of light levels, with only a slightly higher gain under medium brightness levels (Figure [5R3](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

The responses of *LMCelab2* are compared with the corresponding LMC responses, (Juusola, [@B36]). (1) The band-pass characteristic of both model and LMCs changes to a low-pass-like characteristic with decreasing overall light level; in parallel, the corner frequencies shift to smaller values (Figures [6R1,E1](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). (2) The mean response amplitude of model and LMCs to random brightness fluctuations is largest for intermediate overall brightness levels, while they are relatively small under dark or bright conditions (note that LMC responses to brightness increases are negative) (Figures [6R2,E2](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Apart from the responses which were used for model development, *LMCelab2* also reproduces, without any further adjustment, other qualitative features observed in the electrophysiological data. (3) The peak of impulse responses of both the model and LMCs is increasingly reduced and delayed, and the overshoot of the impulse responses is also increasingly reduced with decreasing light level (Figures [6R3,E3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). (4, 5) Both *LMCelab2* and LMCs perform like a low-pass filter under dark-adapted conditions (Figures [6R4,E4](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and like a band-pass filter under light-adapted conditions (Figures [6R5,E5](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, the model reveals stronger off-responses to negative contrasts. (6, 7) Again, the peak responses and time-to-peak were calculated for the long (Figure [6S5](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and short contrast steps (same as Figure [6S5](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, but with 2 ms step stimuli). The peak responses of both model and LMCs (Figures [6R6,E6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) to short contrast steps (•) of either polarity increase with increasing amplitude less than those to long contrast steps (■). The time-to-peak of both the model and LMCs is rather independent of the contrast value and polarity (Figures [6R7,E7](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), although the model responses are several milliseconds faster than their biological counterparts. This feature may be a consequence of the latencies in the biological system not being implemented by this model.

3.2. Impact of peripheral processing on representing environmental parameters by motion detectors
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Functional significance of the individual peripheral processing units in spatial vision

In order to assess how signal processing in the peripheral visual system, including light adaptation, affects the representation of environmental information by the motion detection system during translational locomotion in cluttered environments, we combined models of photoreceptors and LMCs as developed above with correlation-type EMDs and stimulated this model of the visual motion pathway with image sequences that were based on translational movements of a panoramic camera system through a variety of natural environments (see Section 2). Model variant *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, for example, was stimulated with image sequences mimicking the visual input during translational flight in a forest. The panoramic visual stimuli (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and the response profiles of simulated 2D arrays of photoreceptors (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), of LMCs (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), and of motion energies provided by arrays of EMDs (Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), as taken during the middle of the translational sequence, are illustrated. How well environmental cues are represented at the level of motion detectors is further assessed by calculating pixelwise the correlation (Figure [7H](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) between the response profile of the EMDs (Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and the contrast (Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the nearness (Figure [7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and the CwN maps, respectively (Figure [7G](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) (see Section 2). In accordance with Schwegmann et al. ([@B68]), the high correlation with CwN suggests, at least in this example, that arrays of EMDs represent predominantly contours of nearby objects.

![**Representation of moving natural scenery and environmental parameters in the visual motion pathway. (A)** Retinal image taken at the center of a translational sequence of camera motion through a natural environment. Intensity values are proportional to those in the green spectral range (arbitrary units). Corresponding representation at successive processing stages of the visual motion pathway, **(B)** array of PRs (*PRelab1*), **(C)** array of LMCs (*LMCbasic*), and **(D)** arrays of EMDs (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shown as map of motion energies. **(E--G)** Spatial maps of environmental parameters for evaluation of model performance: **(E)** local contrast map, **(F)** nearness map, and **(G)** contrast-weighted nearness (CwN) map (see Section 2). **(H)** Correlation between the response profile of EMD and the different environmental parameters. The correlation shown for the environmental parameters in the middle of the translation sequence and, because of stimulus-response phase shifts, the EMD responds about 20 ms later (see Section 2).](fncom-10-00111-g0007){#F7}

In order to draw general conclusions valid for a wide range of natural environments and to understand the role of each peripheral processing unit, we applied the same performance assessment to 37 different natural environments and 14 different model variants (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We applied a Kruskal--Wallis test and *post hoc* multiple comparison to test whether the performance of different model variants are significantly different (*p* \< 0.05). Without any peripheral processing (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, white boxes), the EMD responses depend greatly on local contrast and are hardly correlated to the nearness or CwN. The other basic or adaptive photoreceptor model versions alone, i.e., without LMC processing, do not change this situation much (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, first four gray boxes). However, if the basic or adaptive LMC models are fed directly by the brightness signals without the preceding photoreceptor model, the contrast-dependence of the EMD responses is reduced and the correlation between EMD responses and nearness, as well as the CwN is enhanced significantly. Again, this conclusion is independent of whether a basic or an elaborated version of the LMC model is employed (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, last three gray boxes). If the LMCs are fed by any of the photoreceptor models, the contrast dependency of the EMD responses further decreases and the correlation with nearness and CwN further improves (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, black boxes). The model performance is robust against any various adaptive elaboration of the photoreceptors (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, first four black boxes). However, nearness or CwN are represented best for the combined photoreceptor and LMC model versions if the basic LMC versions rather than the adaptive ones are used (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, last two black boxes). The slight reduction in performance when introducing an adaptive elaboration of the LMC model (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, last two black boxes) has its reason in the representation of the overall brightness by LMC if it is not very bright, because part of the images may be dark in many environments. Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the performance in nearness extraction decreases with an increasing representation of the mean brightness level (i.e., fixed weight of low-pass filtered signal component in the response) (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Consequences of the different peripheral processing units on information representation at the EMD output**. Correlations between the motion energy profile of EMDs and the local contrast map **(A)**, the nearness map **(B)**, and the CwN map **(C)** for all 37 natural environments tested illustrated by box plots (red line, median; box, 25--75 percentile; red cross, outlier). Correlations were determined for 14 model variants, as indicated below the figure panels \[*PR*: PR model variants (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), in which *no* means without any processing at the PR stage; *LMC*: LMC model variants (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), *no* means without LMC stage signal processing. White: EMD without any peripheral processing; gray: EMDs with different PR models, but without LMC processing (four gray boxes on the left), and EMDs with different LMC models, but without PR processing (three gray boxes on the right); black: EMDs with different combinations PR and LMC models\]. Asterisks indicate a significant difference (*p* \< 0.05, Kruskal--Wallis test with *post hoc* multiple comparison).](fncom-10-00111-g0008){#F8}

![**Impact of mean brightness components in the LMC response on the extraction of spatial information by EMDs. (A)** Variant of visual motion pathway model *PRelab3-LMCelab2-EMD* (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), in which the relative weight (*w*~1~) of the unfiltered and high-pass filtered branch of the LMC model is not adaptive, but is kept constant at different levels. **(B)** Correlation between EMD response profile and the nearness map for all 37 naturalistic stimuli summarized in the boxplot (red line, median; box, 25--75 percentile; red crosses, outliers), and compared between variants with different weight (*w*~1~) for the unfiltered branch, which contains the information about the mean brightness level.](fncom-10-00111-g0009){#F9}

To sum up, motion-based extraction of spatial information is robust against a variety of adaptive changes in the photoreceptor model (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, first four black boxes) and LMC model, as long as the average brightness information is largely eliminated from the EMD input as is characteristic of the light adapted insect peripheral visual system (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, last two black boxes, and Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Essentially, the elimination of the signal component reflecting the mean brightness of the scenery in the retinal input signals shifts a primarily contrast-based representation of natural environments at the output of the arrays of local movement detectors during translational ego-motion to a representation that reflects its spatial structure (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, white and gray boxes, and Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). These conclusions lead to our most parsimonious model version for optic flow-based spatial vision: *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* (See Supplementary Movie [S1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the performance comparison between pure EMD and the suggested model variant *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD*). The following analysis is, therefore, based on this model variant.

### 3.2.2. *PRelab1* enables robust spatial vision under a vast range of light conditions

The brightness-dependent shift of the input-response function of photoreceptors (Figure [3R3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) allows for the encoding of contrast under a vast range of light conditions. In order to further assess the role of this adaptive shift of the photoreceptors\' input-response function for spatial vision, we rescaled the same set of naturalistic image sequences artificially to various light levels covering ten decades of intensities (see Equation 7 in Section 2) and compared the performance of non-adaptive *PRbasic-LMCbasic-EMD* with that of the adaptive *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* model variants (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Since photoreceptors have a limited membrane potential range to encode brightness signals and their responses are affected by noise, their capacity to resolve brightness changes is limited. We mimicked the consequences of this limited resolution of photoreceptors in a very crude way by discretizing the photoreceptor output into 12 bit (2^12^) levels between the maximal and the minimal photoreceptor responses. Simulation results reveal that the EMD response profile of the non-adaptive model variant (Figure [10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), which is most sensitive at light levels of 10^7^ (i.e., *I*~0~ = 10^7^), represents the nearby contours of objects sufficiently well only in this brightness range 10^6^−10^8^, but largely fails under higher or lower light levels (Figure [10B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the adaptive model (Figure [10C](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) represents the contours of nearby objects robustly over the entire range of light conditions examined (Figure [10D](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that, although the performance of the model version *PRelab1* (see Equation 2 and Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) tested appears to be adaptive, it contains no adaptive parameters nor any feedback of the current response level or average input intensity. Rather, its excellent performance in representing spatial information over a wide range of brightness conditions is based exclusively on dividing the signals of two parallel pathways reflecting light intensity on a fast and a slow time scale, respectively (See Supplementary Movie [S2](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the performance of model variant *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* under light conditions vary by 8 decades). Since we could show that the adaptive model variant allows for robust spatial vision under a vast range of light conditions, even with restricted coding resolution, the further simulations of this study are done, for the sake of simplicity, without the limitation in coding resolution.

![**Role of brightness adaptation for spatial vision over a vast range of light intensity. (A)** Non-adaptive visual motion pathway model *PRbasic-LMCbasic-EMD*, with *I*~0~ = 10^7^, and **(C)** adaptive visual motion pathway model *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Appendix A). **(B,D)** Correlation between EMD response profile and CwN map for all 37 naturalistic stimuli summarized in the boxplot under various artificially generated light conditions, compared between model variants in **(A,C)**.](fncom-10-00111-g0010){#F10}

### 3.2.3. Impact of the retinal area of brightness adaptation on optic flow-based spatial vision

No experimental data are available concerning the retinal area that determines the adaptive state of photoreceptors. Since we did not want to make *a priori* assumptions about this important aspect of brightness adaptation, we varied this area in our model simulations systematically to understand its role from the perspective of spatial vision. As the signal branch filtered by *PRlpf2* (Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, color-coded blue) is responsible for reflecting the current light condition in this model variant, we varied the retinal area of the input to this branch by 2D Gaussian filtering of the retinal intensity profile (from 1 × 1 pixel^2^ to 71 × 71 pixel^2^, with each pixel corresponding to 1.25° of visual field; Figure [11B](#F11){ref-type="fig"}; See section 2.1.3). With an increasing retinal area of adaptation, the performance of arrays of motion detectors to represent nearby contours decreases slightly (Figure [11B](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). In a further set of simulations, we rescaled the input intensities, according to Equation (7), to either five, three or one decades, i.e., the intensity values were rescaled to 10--10^6^ (Figure [11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, black), 10^2^--10^5^ (Figure [11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, gray), or 10^3^--10^4^ (Figure [11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, white), respectively. With the increasing range of input intensity (white to black), the performance decreased strongly with an increasing retinal area of adaptation. These results suggest local adaption of photoreceptors to be advantageous. The wider the intensity range within a given scenery, the more relevant it is for photoreceptors to be locally adaptive in order to maintain the performance of EMDs in spatial vision (See Supplementary Movie [S3](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the performance comparison between local adaptation and global adaptation under a wide intensity range).

![**Effect of the retinal area of brightness adaptation of photoreceptor on spatial vision. (A)** Variant of visual motion pathway model *PRelab1sp-LMCbasic-EMD* (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Appendix A). Signal input to the lower branch of the adaptive PR model (blue), which reflects the current light level used for adaptation, was spatially pooled with 2D spatial Gaussian filter with different half-widths (1 × 1, 9 × 9, 25 × 25, 71 × 71 pixel^2^, with each pixel corresponding to 1.25° of the visual field). **(B)** Correlation between response profile of EMDs and CwN under various retinal areas of adaptation. **(C)** The same as **(B)**, only the range of input intensity was artificially rescaled (Equation 7) to cover five decades (black), three decades (gray), one decade (white), respectively (intensity values in arbitrary units).](fncom-10-00111-g0011){#F11}

### 3.2.4. Time scale of brightness adaptation and its relevance in spatial vision during free flight

The speed of fast brightness adaptation is not challenged by the day-night cycle, but rather by the dynamics of locomotion. Taking the flight dynamics of blowflies or bees as an example, fast brightness adaptation should allow the visual motion vision pathway to extract spatial information within tens of milliseconds. This fast time scale is demanded given the characteristic flight and gaze strategies of many insects, which is characterized by up to ten brief and rapid saccadic turns per second interspersed by intersaccadic intervals of mainly translational motion, which may be as short as only few tens of milliseconds (Schilstra and Hateren, [@B67]; Boeddeker et al., [@B6]). Since the retinal brightness during flight in natural environments may vary tremendously between consecutive intersaccadic intervals as a consequence of saccadic turns, brightness adaptation should take place during saccadic turns and only during the very first phase of intersaccadic intervals to allow the motion vision pathway to extract spatial information from intersaccadic optic flow.

We changed the overall brightness of the scenery during the translational trajectories to assess the adaption speed and, thus, the time after a rapid brightness change required by the motion vision system to recover its ability to provide spatial information. The light intensities during the first 300 ms of the trajectory is rescaled to the range of 10^2^--10^4^, and the remaining approximately 700 ms is rescaled to the range of 10^4^--10^6^. The rescaled image sequence was fed into the *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* model, and the restoration of spatial information at the arrays of motion detectors over time after the abrupt brightness change is illustrated (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). With the default parameter setting (i.e., the parameters determined according to the physiological data in Juusola, [@B36] and used so far in our analysis, Figures [12A--D](#F12){ref-type="fig"}), the motion detectors are almost saturated by the input signal for roughly 100 ms after the brightness change (Figure [12B](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). The representation of the spatial information is largely recovered after 200 ms (Figure [12C](#F12){ref-type="fig"}), and totally recovered about 400 ms after the brightness shift (Figures [12A,D](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). This speed of adaptation is much slower than that required by the flight dynamics of a fly, i.e., the duration of translational intersaccadic flight (see above). Note, however, that the saccade frequencies were measured under spatially constrained conditions and under light conditions without systematic intensity changes between saccades (Schilstra and Hateren, [@B67]; Boeddeker et al., [@B6]). Thus, intersaccadic intervals in free flight in spatially less constrained natural environments might be longer allowing for more time to adapt spatial vision to abrupt brightness changes. Moreover, even the brightest light levels used in the electrophysiological experiments (approximately 400 cd/m^2^, Juusola, [@B36]) that were employed to tune our model parameters were much darker than sunlit natural environments. Therefore, the response transients and the speed of adaption under bright outdoor conditions could be faster than those obtained under laboratory conditions. Faster brightness adaptation can also be achieved in our model by adjusting τ~*PRlp*1~ and τ~*PRlp*2~ of *PRelab1* (Figures [12E--H](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). With this parameter setting, the spatial information is restored to a large extent within 50 ms after an abrupt brightness change (Figure [12G](#F12){ref-type="fig"}) and is already fully restored within 150 ms (Figure [12H](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). This time scale of adaptation matches the requirements of insect flight dynamics. The restoration of spatial vision after an abrupt decrease in brightness works in a similar way, but on a somewhat slower time scale due to the asymmetries in the PR and LMC model responses to light decrements and increments, respectively (See Supplementary Movie [S4](#SM5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the restoration of spatial vision after an abrupt change in brightness with default and fast-adaptive parameter settings).

![**Consequences of the time scale of brightness adaptation for representing spatial information by arrays of EMDs after an abrupt change in light intensity during translational motion in a forest**. The model simulations are based on the *PRelab1-LMCbasic-EMD* version. For *t* ≤ 0, the brightness values are artificially rescaled to 10^2^--10^4^, and for *t* \>0, to 10^4^--10^6^. **(A--D)** EMD response profiles with default parameter setting, i.e., τ~*PRlp*1~ = 9 ms, τ~*PRlp*2~ = 250 ms; and **(E--H)** with parameter settings that allow for faster brightness adaptation, i.e., τ~*PRlp*1~ = 2 ms, τ~*PRlp*2~ = 20 ms (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Appendix A).](fncom-10-00111-g0012){#F12}

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

One challenge of animal visual systems is to extract behaviorally relevant information consistently in natural environments, irrespective of the strong variations of light levels. It has not yet been understood how this is accomplished regarding the spatial vision of aerial insects, which is assumed to be based on optic flow information during translational flight segments (Egelhaaf et al., [@B24], [@B26]). One problem is the contrast and pattern dependence of biological motion detectors that compute optic flow information in insects (Egelhaaf and Borst, [@B25]; Dror et al., [@B21]; Rajesh et al., [@B61]; Straw et al., [@B75]; Meyer et al., [@B54]; O\'Carroll et al., [@B59]; Hennig and Egelhaaf, [@B34]). Furthermore, the range of physical parameters characterizing the retinal images, such as brightness, often extends over several orders of magnitude, while the operating range of photoreceptors and neurons is much more limited. Therefore, our aim was to understand how information regarding the spatial layout of natural environments can be consistently extracted under a wide range of dynamic brightness conditions. In order to tackle these questions, we modeled the visual motion pathway of insects systematically based on physiological data and analyzed the influence of the different processing stages on the representation of spatial information at the level of motion detectors. Eliminating the average brightness information from the photoreceptor signals, as is characteristic of neurons in the first visual neuropil under light-adapted conditions, is found to be indispensable for reducing the contrast dependence of motion detector responses and to facilitate the representation of spatial information at the motion detection layer. The representation of spatial information has been found to be very robust against various adaptive mechanisms in the peripheral visual system, as long as the average brightness information is eliminated from the input to the motion detectors. The adaptive shift of the input-response characteristic of photoreceptors especially allows the system to extract spatial information consistently under a wide range of dynamic brightness conditions.

4.1. Retinal range and time scale of brightness adaptation in the peripheral visual system
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The light intensities in natural environments can vary by up to nine to ten orders of magnitude, whereas the response range of photoreceptors is limited to tens of millivolts, which corresponds to only three to four log units of input light intensity (flies: Laughlin and Hardie, [@B46]; vertebrates: Normann and Perlman, [@B58]). However, an unsaturated and consistent representation of the environments may be required over a much larger brightness range, demanding photoreceptors to adapt to the current brightness level for successful visually guided behavior.

Furthermore, the dynamics of the intensity fluctuations in the retinal image are not only influenced by the overall brightness level changing in the slow time course of the day-night cycle, but also on much faster time scales that are shaped by the dynamics of the animals specific locomotion behavior, as well as the spatial distribution of light intensity over a given scenery. In order to facilitate the extraction of behaviorally relevant information, for instance, several aerial insect species, and also birds, actively shape their visual input while exploring their surroundings by a saccadic flight and gaze strategy (Schilstra and Hateren, [@B67]; Hateren and Schilstra, [@B33]; Eckmeier et al., [@B22]; Mronz and Lehmann, [@B55]; Boeddeker et al., [@B5], [@B6]; Braun et al., [@B13], [@B12]; Kern et al., [@B39]; Kress et al., [@B43]; Muijres et al., [@B56]). Since the duration of translational flight between saccadic turns usually lasts for only some tens of milliseconds (Egelhaaf et al., [@B24]), at least the fast component of adaptation to dynamic intensity fluctuations should be fast enough to be useful.

Moreover, adaptation should not cover large parts of the visual field in the same way, because global adaptation would hardly prevent saturation in part of the visual field if different parts of the scenery contain contrasting details at both very light and very dark brightness levels. Hence, localized adaptation is demanded. This, however, is only possible at the expense of losing global contrast information. On the other hand, adaptation should also not be too local and fast, in order to maintain relevant contrast information, especially when looking at stationary or slowly changing scenes. Therefore, the time scale and retinal area of adaptation should match constraints imposed by the statistics of the natural environment and the specific dynamics of locomotion. Laughlin ([@B44]) pointed out that brightness and contrast adaptation based on a transformation function matching the accumulated probability density distribution of intensity leads to the most efficient use of the operating range of photoreceptors. However, it is not entirely clear on which temporal and spatial scale the statistics of the intensity distribution should be considered.

Among all the adaptive mechanisms of the peripheral visual system modeled in this study (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, color-coded), the adaptive shift of the sigmoidal input-response characteristic of photoreceptors is most obviously functionally relevant (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, color-coded blue). This adaptive feature has already been modeled before and implemented in bio-inspired hardware (Delbrück and Mead, [@B20]; Beaudot, [@B3]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Mafrica et al., [@B51]). This is accomplished by shifting the point of inflection of the underlying sigmoidal Lipetz (alternatively Naka-Rushton) transformation (Beaudot, [@B3]; Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Mafrica et al., [@B51]) or by a gain modulation in an amplified feedback loop (Delbrück and Mead, [@B20]; Mafrica et al., [@B51]). Adaptation in these models is based either on using the average input intensity to adjust the adaptive parameter directly (Shoemaker et al., [@B71]) or by feeding back the current response level (Delbrück and Mead, [@B20]). The retinal area of adaptation is modeled by taking the brightness either globally (frame-wise) (Shoemaker et al., [@B71]; Schwegmann et al., [@B68]) or locally (pixel-wise) into account (Delbrück and Mead, [@B20]; Mafrica et al., [@B51]). The time scale of adaptation is either instantaneous (Shoemaker et al., [@B71]) or modeled by the time constant of the feedback loop (Delbrück and Mead, [@B20]).

Our adaptive photoreceptor model (*PRelab1* as the simplest case) is based on a different principle: The signal in the fast branch (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) follows the current intensity fluctuations quite well, while the slower branch mediates brightness information on a slower time scale and adjusts the sensitivity of the fast branch by a divisive nonlinearity. In this way, a seemingly adaptive performance (Figures [3R3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [10D](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) is realized without any feedback or parameter changes. The times cale of this adaptive feature of our model is constrained by physiological data obtained from blowfly photoreceptors (Juusola, [@B36]). However, the restoration of spatial information after abrupt brightness changes is slower than that required for spatial vision during translational intersaccadic flight of insects, at least if the relatively short intersaccadic time intervals observed under spatially contrained conditions are taken as a reference (Schilstra and Hateren, [@B67]; Boeddeker et al., [@B6]). It might well be the case that the saccade frequency is lower in spatially less constrained natural environments and, thus, intersaccadic intervals long, in order to allow for the recovery of spatial vision. On the other hand, the experiments (Juusola, [@B36]) which were used to adjust our model time constants were conducted under relatively dark conditions due to technical limitations. It is, thus, conceivable that the time constants that determine the speed of adaption might be faster under the much brighter outdoor conditions. Subsequently, a much faster recovery of spatial information after abrupt brightness changes could be observed in our model simulation that meets even the free flight dynamics measured under spatially constrained conditions (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}).

Since the experiments used to calibrate our model of the peripheral insect visual system are based on point stimuli under various brightness conditions, the retinal area of adaptation could not be constrained by these data. Therefore, we systematically varied the retinal area of adaptation and analyzed its impact on the representation of spatial information by motion detectors. By varying the pooling range of the input to the slow branch of the photoreceptor model, we could show its influence on the spatial information conveyed by the motion vision system. The more localized the adaptation is, the better the visual system performs in representing spatial information at the motion detector output, especially when it is facing the challenge of a wide range of input intensity values (Figure [11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}).

4.2. Functional significance of adaptive peripheral processing on spatial vision
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Information processing by the peripheral visual system, including adaptive processes, has usually been conceptualized within an information-theoretical framework, i.e., with the perspective of transmitting as much information about the environment as possible by a channel with limited information capacity and reliability. The temporal band-pass filtering by LMCs, for instance, has been suggested to be beneficial for reducing redundancy and increasing coding efficiency (Brenner et al., [@B14]). Accordingly, the adaptive peripheral processing has been concluded to maximize transmitted information, given the restricted coding range of neurons (Laughlin, [@B44]; Brenner et al., [@B14]), to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, given noisy peripheral channels and noisy environmental conditions (van Hateren, [@B81]), and to save energy without loss of information (Rasumov et al., [@B62]).

In this study, we employed a complementary approach which looks at peripheral information processing and adaptation from the perspective of its role in representing environmental features at the output of the visual motion pathway, such as contours of near objects (Schwegmann et al., [@B68]), which may play a functional role in controlling visually guided behavior. Pursuing a similar concept, Dror et al. ([@B21]) have shown that some peripheral preprocessing units, such as spatial blurring, temporal high-pass filtering and response saturation, can increase the quality of velocity coding by EMDs of different natural images rotating at various velocities. Here, we made a step toward even more realistic conditions and studied the consequences of various peripheral processing mechanisms on the representation of spatial information by arrays of EMDs during translational ego-motion in cluttered environments.

We could show that elimination of the average light level by the peripheral visual system is not only useful for reducing redundancy and enhancing intensity changes, but also indispensable for the representation of spatial information by the motion detector output (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Under realistic conditions of translational motion in natural environments, the response profile of EMDs without any peripheral processing depends so much on contrast that it is barely able to represent any depth information (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Elimination of the average brightness level by the band-pass filtering characteristic of LMCs reduces the contrast dependence and enhances the representation of the environmental depth structure by the EMD responses. We additionally show that a saturation-like nonlinearity of the photoreceptor model further improves this performance by the compression of the response (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the findings of Dror et al. ([@B21]). Moreover, we could show that motion-based spatial vision during translational ego-motion in cluttered environments is rather robust against light adaptation in the peripheral visual system (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), as long as the average brightness level is eliminated from the photoreceptor signal (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), which allows for a consistent extraction of spatial information under a vast range of brightness conditions (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

A specific feature of peripheral processing which is shared both by vertebrates and insects is the separation of on-off pathways in the input lines of EMDs (Sanes and Zipursky, [@B65]; Eichner et al., [@B27]; Silies et al., [@B73]; Behnia et al., [@B4]; Ammer et al., [@B1]; Leonhardt et al., [@B47]). This has not been included in this study for the sake of simplicity. The relevance of on- and off-pathways, of non-linearities in the peripheral visual system as well as of multiple neural input to output cells of the motion detection circuit in representing contours of different contrast polarity could recently be shown with motion stimuli containing correlations higher than second order (Takemura et al., [@B77]; Fitzgerald et al., [@B30]; Clark et al., [@B16]; Fitzgerald and Clark, [@B29]). To what extent the responses to higher-order motion stimuli are affected by adaptive processes, as are characteristic of the peripheral visual system and the mechanism of motion detection itself, has not yet been analyzed. The potential functional consequences of part of the aforementioned architectural elaborations of the motion detection circuit with regard to extracting optic flow-based spatial information will be considered in the context of motion adaptation in a study on which we are currently working.

Since correlation-type motion detection in its various elaborations appears to be a general principle in both insects (Hassenstein and Reichardt, [@B32]) and vertebrates (Anderson and Burr, [@B2]; Santen and Sperling, [@B66]; Clifford and Ibbotson, [@B17]) and is also used in some artificial visual systems (Harrison and Koch, [@B31]; Köhler et al., [@B41]; Plett et al., [@B60]), our results suggest a general way of reducing the contrast dependency and enhancing the representation of spatial information by this kind of motion detector when operating in natural environments. Since brightness adaptation is also a common requirement for both biological and artificial visual systems that operate in natural environments, our findings may generalize to a wider range of vision systems.
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A.parameters for model variants in Figure 2
===========================================

*PRbasic*: *I*~0~ is a constant reflecting the inflection point of saturation-like nonlinearity realized by *PRbasic*, indicating the intensity corresponding to half maximal photoreceptor response. In Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, *I*~0~ is the average intensity of the image sequence for each environment, and in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, it is the mid-point of the intensity range investigated (10^7^); *PRelab1*: as a default setting, the time constant for the low-pass filter in the upper branch (τ~*PRlp*1~) is 9 ms, time constant for the low-pass filter in the lower branch (τ~*PRlp*2~) is 250 ms, and *I*~*k*~ = 10. As a faster adaptive setting, τ~*PRlp*1~ = 2 ms, τ~*PRlp*2~ = 20 ms, and *I*~*k*~ = 10 (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}); *PRelab2*: the same as *PRelab1*, except that τ~*PRlpa*~ has a nonlinear dependency on the light level (*I*~*level*~) as in Equation (3), in which *I*~*level*~ represents the light levels: 416, 133, 41.6, 13.2, 4.16, 1.33, 0.416, and 0.133 in arbitrary units, τ~*max*~ = 9 ms, τ~*min*~ = 2 ms, μ~τ~ = 1, κ~τ~ = 1; *PRelab3*: the same as *PRelab2*, except duplication of τ~*PRlpa*~ into second-order adaptive low-pass filter; *LMCbasic*: τ~*LMClp*~ = 8 ms, τ~*LMChp*~ = 5 ms; *LMCelab1*: τ~*LMChp*~ = 5 ms , *w*~1~ has a nonlinear dependency on photoreceptor response, as in Equation (4), in which *w*~1*max*~ = 0.75, *w*~1*min*~ = 0.25, μ~*w*1~ = −1.5, κ~*w*1~ = 1.5; *LMCelab2*: the same as *LMCelab1*, except that *w*~2~ has nonlinear dependency on the light level, as in Equation (5), in which *w*~2*max*~ = 6, *w*~2*min*~ = 2, μ~*w*2~ = 1, κ~*w*2~ = 1; EMD: τ~*EMDlp*~ = 40 ms, calculation of motion energy according to Equation (6).

B.parameters for point stimuli in Figures 3--6 and corresponding response analysis
==================================================================================

Intensity steps: intensity steps changing from dark to eight logarithmically distributed light levels (*I*~*level*~), with *t*~*start*~ = 50 ms, *t*~*step*~ = 300 ms, *t*~*end*~ = 150 ms, *I*~*level*~: 416, 133, 41.6, 13.2, 4.16, 1.33, 0.416, and 0.133 in arbitrary units (the same below). A set of intensity steps: a set of intensity steps (*I*~*step*~) under each light level (*I*~*bg*~) to determine input-response characteristics for each light level by plotting the peak response to each intensity step, in which *t*~*start*~ = 100 ms, *t*~*step*~ = 100 ms, *t*~*end*~ = 100 ms, *I*~*bg*~: 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 in arbitrary units, and *I*~*step*~: 181 logarithmically equally distributed intensity values between 10^−3^ and 10^6^ in arbitrary units. Pseudo-random fluctuations: eight logarithmically equally distributed constant light levels (*I*~*level*~) over time are superimposed with white noise with a certain contrast (*c* = 0.32). The frequency dependence of contrast gain to these stimuli is obtained by fast Fourier transforming of the model or cell responses and dividing them by the contrast (Hamming window of length *L* = 2^17^ was applied before fast Fourier transformation, and the power spectrum of *n* = 100 segments was averaged). Impulse stimuli: brief intensity impulse under each light level (*I*~*level*~), with *t*~*start*~ = 10 ms, *t*~*impulse*~ = 1 ms, *t*~*end*~ = 50 ms, *I*~*impulse*~ = 10^10^ in arbitrary units. Long contrast steps under light-adapted condition: long stepwise increment or decrement of intensity with various contrasts (*cs*), starting from light-adapted condition (*I*~*light*~), in which *t*~*start*~ = 50 ms, *t*~*contrast*~ = 300 ms, *t*~*end*~ = 150 ms, *I*~*light*~ = 416 in arbitrary units, *cs* varying from −1 to 1 in 0.2 intervals without 0 (the same below). Short contrast steps under light-adapted condition: similar to the last stimuli, only with a shorter duration of step contrast, i.e., *t*~*contrast*~ = 2 ms. Long contrast steps under dark-adapted conditions: similar to the stimuli---long contrast steps under light-adapted conditions, only starting from a dark adapted condition, i.e., *I*~*dark*~ = 0.13 in arbitrary units.
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